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DISPERSALS ● CANADIAN CORNER
LAST POST
Ernie McGowan (Pilot – 180 Squadron) died early Friday morning,
27 February 2009. His daughter, Lynda Lougheed, tells us that Ernie
fell and broke a hip the previous week and doctors performed a
replacement; Lynda and her husband Jim visited him Thursday and
Ernie seemed to be doing well, but he died later that night.
The church was ‘standing room only’ for his funeral; each family
member wore either a B25 pin or replica Pilot’s wings. Many of us
have seen the book Lynda assembled chronicling Ernie’s training and
RCAF service...it was on display along with a video tribute and “lots
of music”.
Ernie’s wife Mildred is well; daughter Arlyne and her husband Gary have been living with and
caring for Ernie and Mildred on their farm near Red Deer, Alberta. Mildred’s postal address is:
Mildred McGowan
RR#2
Dolburne, AB T0M 0V0

Chairman’s Message
Weather reporters, as I write, are experiencing extremely low popularity in Canada. Spring has
made a disturbing number of false starts and we’ve seen more than our fair share of rain,
lightning, unseasonable snow and low temperatures.
On the bright side of things, you seem to have enjoyed our first issue of ‘Dispersals’ evidenced
by the very encouraging notes we’ve received. Thank-you for taking the time to write; we’ll
love to see greater mail/email volume letting us know your thoughts.
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Letters From Our Members

Harold Campbell (Radar - 180) in Belgium – “The Air Force here is part of the Armed
Forces. The Reserve Officers Association of
Mechelen have started to clean up the
monuments erected in memory of different
crashes of RAF aircraft during WWII and they
also remember annually these events. A B25
of 98 Sqn [FW224 - P/O B.J.H. Hicks, W/O
G.A. Winter, W/O E.A. Bogan, F/S A. Barker
- all killed] crashed with a full bomb load on
2nd February 1945 and exploded near
Mechelen. A ceremony was held there on
February 8th this year and a photo report was
made of the event. Have a look at their well-done website www.reserveofficieren-mechelen.be
Click on ‘Monument Hofstade’.”

Yves Duwelz (Associate) in Belgium – “Many thanks, very interesting [Dispersals Interim
Notes].
Here’s some news from the ‘Crazy Belgians’ http://www.bamf.be/?A_B25_Back_to_Belgium
Kind regards and many happy landings.”
Editor’s note: The website noted by Yves
documents the progress the Belgian Air
Museum Foundation (BAMF) is making in
restoring B25 serial #44-30925, purchased in
Britain (flew as ‘Gorgeous George-Ann’ in the
film ‘Hanover Street’ and as ‘Laden Maiden’
in ‘Catch-22’), to static display status; it’s a
very well-done record of the tribulations of
restoring a Warbird.
Yves is an active
participant. Yves: Please keep us informed on
the status of your Mitchell.
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Jan Kloos (AG-320 Sqn) in Switzerland – “First of all,
congrats on a very attractive “Dispersals”! I find it close to
perfection...! Really enjoyable; the story by Fowler opened the
hangar doors. That man is a talented writer because his
descriptions are just the thing. Bravo again.
And Congrats for your info bulletin! [Dispersals Interim Notes].
Last year I had occasion to climb aboard a B25 owned by a
Swiss guy; it was acquired from the French, and from what I
hear, it is back in France – rumours have it at Ferté-Allais (wellknown Warbirds collection). It flies under USAAF 9th Air
Force paint, consequently that means there are two airworthy
Mitchells in continental Europe; the other one being the wellknown Duke of Brabant (Dutch owned).”

Jan Kloos with the 'Russell's Raiders'
Mitchell, now at Ferté-Allais in France.

Jacqueline Poissant (Associate) in Canada – “I’ve been meaning to write you about
“Dispersals”. It was just great all the way around. First the look was fresh and clean; the layout
and parcelling was really, really easy to read through and the content was very informative.
Regarding ‘The Long Way Home’, I’ve read it twice now and I’ve got to say that I learned more
about the details involved in an operation and briefing than I have ever known. My fault, I
suspect, as I wouldn’t have known to ask some of those questions of an airman and they
probably would have seemed too routine for them to talk about. I was actually captivated.
Anyway Dave, good on you, Norman and Peter for this fine work.”

Sam Shapton (P-180 Sqn) in Canada – “Many congratulations to all concerned on the new
name and format for the newsletter. I think you’re on to a winner!
Thanks for the info on restored B25s [Dispersal Interim Notes]. It’s always good to hear about
the good old Mitchells being preserved for posterity. For my money it was the best aircraft of its
kind that ever flew. There is one thing that has bothered me for a long time. The B25 at the Air
Museum in Hamilton is NOT of the configuration that we flew in Europe. Ours all had bombaimer’s noses, whereas the one in the museum has a solid nose, bristling with machine guns, for
low level bombing and strafing.
I wonder if a note from the MBA might have some effect. I understand that they do have a
‘correct’ Plexiglas nose at the museum; if they get enough flak, they might get the matter
corrected.”
Editor’s note: Thanks for your thoughts Sam; you’re right about the hard nose, I also
would much prefer the ‘greenhouse’ nose. The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
(CWH) did have a glass nose in-house, but it turned out to be from a radar-equipped B25
and didn’t fit the CWH Mitchell. I volunteer at the CWH as often as I can and have
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learned that we are actively searching for a greenhouse nose. But as is the case with all
charitable organizations, funding is the key to completion

There are a number of references to ‘Dispersals Interim Notes’ in the above letters. That is an
occasional update on items of interest to 2TAF MBA members and is emailed, between
newsletter publications, to members who have registered their email addresses with us.
If you have an email address and have not received ‘Interim Updates’, let us know and we’ll add
you to the distribution list. The following three items are a recent mailing.

15 February 2009

‘GRUMPY’ ON THE MOVE
The B25D 43-3318 (N25644) that has been
flying as ‘Grumpy’ seems to be on the move.
Technically owned by ‘Vulcan Warbirds’ of
Seattle, Grumpy was
recently noted as
being prepared for a
long ferry flight with
'Grumpy' at Duxford, 2008
its ‘Fighter
Collection’ nose markings painted out.

Bomb bay ferry tank
installed

Rumour has it that Grumpy is going to the Kilo-6
collection at Paine Field in Everett, Washington;
coincidentally the same field where Paul Allen, a
principal in Vulcan Aviation, has his ‘Flying Heritage
Collection’. The Kilo-6 website shows a B-25D coming
4

to its collection, and features a series of photographs of Grumpy. Check it out at
http://kilo6.us/
We’ll be sorry to see Grumpy leave the UK; she’s a wonderfully restored specimen
in 2nd TAF configuration. With the exception of Spits and Hurricanes, American
Warbird collections are not known for RAF markings.
With information from http://www.aerovintage.com/

‘OZ’ TRIP DELAY FOR ‘SUPER RABBIT’
Continuing problems plague B25J
44-86725 (N25NA), still parked at
Aurora, Oregon. Reportedly being
prepared for transfer to Steve
Searle’s Wirraway Aviation
Museum collection based at
Beaudesert in Queensland,
Australia, its future is somewhat
cloudy. Bills are going unpaid by
the current owner, and rumours
Super Rabbit at the Evergreen Aviation Museum in McMinnville,
are that Super Rabbit will soon be
Oregon. Gorgeous aircraft!
rolled out of the hanger it’s in; a
euphemism for eviction! A recent report showed the B-25 owned by ‘Gold Coast
Air’ of Bilinga, Qld. but information has ‘dried up’ since. The Wirraway Website
still shows Super Rabbit coming, so keep your fingers crossed! Read more about it
at http://www.wirrawayaviationmuseum.com/bomber_command.html. While you’re there,
have a look at the PowerPoint presentation Wing and a Prayer; it’s based on B17
crews, and very well done!

SPEAKING OF DOWN UNDER...
Whatever became of the project to drain Carr’s Quarry at Acacia Ridge, near a
WWII airfield? It was a project of a fellow named Dunn. Circulated stories told of
aircraft, weapons, vehicles, etc pushed into Carr’s Quarry at the end of WWII,
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especially by US forces; Dunn was trying to drain it and partway through the
process had recovered a number of machine guns, a gunner’s turret, wings, and
even a Morris Minor. Do you know anything about it? Let us in on it!
■
There was a very well-done newsletter titled Whisperer by ‘The Beaufighter and
Boston Association of Queensland’. The association was formed in 1995 “to
remind following generations of the part played by the Beaufighter and Boston
squadrons in the Battle for Australia.” Unfortunately, the BBAQ ceased operation
in December 2006 due to the reduction in numbers attending meetings and
functions. Six years of their newsletters are still available online; a very interesting
read. www.ozatwar.com/raaf/whisperer/
david.poissant@sympatico.ca

On our ‘Dispersals’ cover this issue is a smoke dispenserequipped 88 Squadron A20 Boston speeding across the
channel at wave top altitude to lay smoke screen cover for
British Commonwealth troops wading ashore at Normandy
on 06 June 1944.
The photo is from the Imperial War Museum Collection
(FLM 2585). Unfortunately, the aircraft is not identified
in IWM details. Did you fly with 88 Squadron? What can
you tell us about those D-Day flights?
Ken Porter (O-180) was surprised to see himself on our
February cover; he had never seen the photo before,
but quickly identified himself (first on left), next to him is
Jim Barklay (AG-180), and 2nd from the right, with the
pipe, is Russ Legg (WAG-180); all were crewmates; their
pilot, Jack Ewart, is not present. The auto is still
unidentified, as are the other airmen. Gloria and I visited
Ken and Madeline and left two 5” x 7” copies with Ken.
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David Poissant

The fog that so often shrouded the WWII bomber bases of England was a feared killer to
returning crews exhausted by hours of combat flying, often in damaged aircraft.
In late 1943 those crews would be diverted to one of fifteen RAF aerodromes equipped with
‘FIDO’, a new British invention to clear fog from runways. Prior to ‘FIDO’ when large areas of
England were fog-bound the procedure was for the pilot to point the aircraft toward the sea and,
while still over land, the crew were to bail out leaving the aircraft to crash into the sea. With
raids often consisting of hundreds of bombers, this fog procedure would amount to huge losses.
Fog Investigation and Dispersal Operation (FIDO), which would become in RAF parlance Fog
Intense Dispersal Of, was a system developed for RAF Bomber stations, allowing the landing of
aircraft returning in poor visibility from raids over German-occupied Europe. The invention of
FIDO is formally attributed to Dr. John David Main-Smith, an ex-Birmingham resident and
Principal Scientific Officer of the Chemistry Department of the Royal Aircraft Establishment
(RAE) at Farnborough, Haunts.
Bruce Main-Smith, son of the inventor, writes “much of the airfield installation was pioneered at
Hartford Bridge Flats airfield, a convenient few
miles
from
the RAE’s
Farnborough
aerodrome.” He goes on to say “It is difficult
for the modern UK resident to comprehend
what WWII fogs were like. It was not
uncommon for a person to be unable to see the
hand at the end of his outstretched arm. The
post-war Clean Air Act hugely ameliorated UK
fogs.”
The device consisted of pipelines along both
sides of the runway, through which a fuel
05 May 45 - FIDO burners at main runway RAF Gravely
(usually petrol from the airfield’s fuel dump)
are ignited to assist 35 Squadron RAF Lancaster take off.
was pumped and forced out through burner ports
positioned at intervals along the pipes. The FIDO installation usually stored its fuel in four
circular upright tanks built at the edge of the airfield with a low brick bund wall in case of
leakage. The tanks were usually encased in ordinary brickwork as protection from bomb
splinters and cannon fire.
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When FIDO was needed, the fuel pumps
were started and flammable liquid was
forced into the pipe system; a jeep with a
flaming brand lashed to its rear drove
quickly down both sides of the runway to
ignite the fuel at the outlets in the pipes. The
result was walls of flame two feet high
alongside the runway that could be seen for a
great distance from the air. The heat from
the flames dispersed the fog, giving Allied
aircraft visibility suitable for approach and
landing. Within about fifteen minutes of the
Pumps installed at Gravely, Huntingdonshire, to supply
light-up order being given, a fog enshrouded
the FIDO petrol pipes on either side of the main runway
airfield was cleared of the greatest natural
enemy of the airman. It consumed up to 70,000 gallons of fuel per hour.
On 19 November 1943 at RAF Gravely, FIDO first came into operational use when four
Halifaxes landed successfully after a bombing operation to the Ruhr, thought the surrounding
visibility was just 100 yards; ten minutes after FIDO had been lit the visibility on the runway
increased to the equivalent of from two to four miles. Since that day more than 2,500 Allied
aircraft were safely landed – many in dense fog – with their crews of over 10,000 airmen.
To illustrate the value of the FIDO installation at Hartford Bridge, S/L Basil Watkin formerly of
487 (RNZAF) Squadron recalls from June ‘44:
“Flying from RAF Gravesend in Kent, we were detailed to carry out a night intruder
attack on a German fighter base in eastern France, flying a Mosquito Mk IV. Despite the
unbelievably bad weather with heavy rain, low cloud, almost nil visibility and forecasts
for it to deteriorate, the operation was ‘on’...we departed at dusk into heavy overcast, to
be met with such heavy static that any R/T communication was impossible...During our
35 minutes over the target we carried out standard low-level attacks on aircraft in the air
as well as those on the ground...On our return we climbed back to the comparative safety
of the heavy overcast and on ETA crossed the French coast and called base with the
standard call ‘our feet are wet’...the replies included ‘How had we missed the general
recall that all operations had been cancelled’ (this had been shortly after we took off
during the heavy static) and ‘All airfields in England are closed due to weather’ and
information that we and the entire radar and air traffic control system for our sole
benefit...WOW!!
After a short discussion we were offered two alternatives:
1-Bail out over England (and lose our faithful ‘R’ for Roger Mossie)
2-Make a FIDO approach into RAF Hartford Bridge (and keep ‘R’)
8

For us there was only one solution - go for the FIDO approach. Neither I nor my
navigator, F/O Andy Munro, had flown FIDO; but we had studied the FIDO film. The
weather at the airfield was dreadful, closed with a visibility of 50 yards, cloud base 200
feet; we arrived over Hartford Bridge and, using his ‘G’ box, Andy proceeded to instruct
me using our Watkin/Munro ‘G1’ approach and letdown. On approaching 200 feet and
committal altitude, suddenly directly ahead piercing the dense fog appeared this triangle
of intense fire and Andy’s only laconic comment was Gosh! It’s rather small, even for
our Mossie.
We landed safely into this wall of fire, to be met by a completely unexpected and
incredibly deafening roar from the enormous thrust of thousands of gallons of fuel being
forced through the burners, intense almost overbearing heat with an unbelievable
brightness. We immediately experienced complete loss of night (or any other) vision. As
we rolled to a stop, the burners were turned off, leaving us in complete and utter
blackness (we couldn’t see anyway) and both engines stopped; we had run out of fuel
due, we later discovered, to AA fire on our mission.
After a greasy but very welcome early morning breakfast of beans and sweet tea, two
very tired airmen retired to lumpy bunks in the duty pilots’ hut. Later that morning we
returned to our own base by MT (leaving ‘R’ temporarily at Hartford Bridge) to be
greeted by our Commanding Officer: ‘Where on earth have you been? At least you
brought the aircraft back’.”
Rundstetdt’s Ardennes offensive at Christmas,
1944 (Battle of the Bulge) - the last major
German offensive of the war, launched at a
time fog covered Europe - was halted at a
critical period largely due to Allied air attacks
by bombers able to take off and land with the
assistance of FIDO.
The apparatus frequently cleared the air to a
height of several hundred feet; the glow of
burners on an aerodrome has been seen by air
crews over the North Sea and from the Dutch
coast.
Though JD Main-Smith co-owned the FIDO
patent, no royalties accrued from any UK civilian
usage after WWII as there were none, FIDO being
too petrol-hungry.
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Avro Lancaster B Mk I, ME590 'SR-C' of 101 Sqn RAF lies
on the FIDO pipework at Ludford Magna, Lincolnshire
after a successful crash-landing on returning from a raid
to Ausburg, night of 25/26 Feb 44. AA fire disabled
hydraulics and holed starboard wing tank; it was then
attacked by a Bf110 night fighter which set it afire and
wrecked the elevators. On landing, hung-up incendiaries
fell out and caught fire on the runway.

RAF AERODROMES WITH FIDO INSTALLATIONS
RAF Aerodrome

Location

Date FIDO
Installed

Bradwell Bay

Essex

?

Carnaby

Yorkshire

?

Downham Market

Norfolk

Oct-43

Fiskerton

Lincolnshire

Oct-44

Foulsham

Norfolk

Gravely

Huntingdonshire

Hartford Bridge

Hampshire

1943

Ludford Magna

Lincolnshire

1943

Manston

Kent

Melbourne

Yorkshire

Metheringham

Lincolnshire

?

Skipton

N. Yorkshire

?

Sturgate

Lincolnshire

?

Tilstock

Shropshire

?

Woodbridge

Suffolk

1944
?

?
late 1943

Jan-44

Notes & Coordinates
Only fighter base equipped with FIDO. Also used as emergency
field. 51°44'9"N 0°54'14"E
Established in March 44 as emergency landing ground. Single
runway 9,000 ft x 700 ft wide. 54°3'38"N 0°15'29"W
Opened Summer '42; closed Oct '46.
52°36'39"N 0°24'36"E
Opened Jan '43 to No 5 Group Lancasters. Closed Sep '45.
53°14'36"N 0°25'39"W
Opened 26 Jun '42. No 2 Group RAF was first 'resident'.
52°48'12"N 1°0'8"E
19 Nov 43 - First RAF operational use of FIDO saved 4 Halifaxes
of 135 Sqn returning from bombing the Ruhr.
52°15'39"N 0°11'19"W
Opened Nov '42. WWII base for Spitfires, Venturas, Bostons,
Mosquitos, Mustangs, Mitchells, Tomahowks. Now known as
Blackbushe Airport. ″′51°
260°1950
N
51
W
aka 'Mudford'. Opened Jun '43. Highest bomber airfield in
England (428 ft above sea level). 53°22'26"N 0°11'42"W
Longest & widest runway in southern England; often used by
crippled returning aircraft. Opened in 1916, closed in 1999.
51°20'36"N 1°21'4"E
Opened in 1940; became Maintenance Unit storage in 1946.
53°52'4"N 0°50'19"W
Opened Oct '43, closed 1946. Sold off for farming in 1961/62.
53°8'6"N 0°20'57"W
Opened Aug '42. Hosted RCAF Sqns 420, 424, 432, 433.
54°13'35"N 1°25'55"W
Opened Sep '44, too late for operational service, used for
training, closed Jan '46. 53°22'44"N 0°40'32"W
No. 81 Operational Training Unit, 93 Group Bomber command.
Opened Jan '43. 52°56'9"N 2°39'7"W
Built as emergency landing ground. Large grass area for belly
landings. Opened Nov '43; had 54 emergency landings in first
two weeks. Closed in Mar '48. 52°5'17"N 1°24'9"E

Did you have an experience with FIDO during your service? Tell us your stories; send us your
photos.
This article was written thanks to information from:
• Peter Jenner - Hartford Bridge Historian
• ‘History of Hartford Bridge’ (unpublished)
o By Stuart Marshall - Mgr, Blackbushe Airport (Ret’d)
• Royal Air Force History http://www.raf.mod.uk/history_old/
• War Illustrated (06 July 1946)
o ‘Now it Can Be Told - Operation FIDO - Beating the Fog’
• All photos are from the Imperial War Museum Collection.
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David Poissant

I’ve recently read two very interesting books, both involving names familiar to many MBA
members. I enthusiastically recommend both titles, published by Pen & Sword Books Ltd.

THE REICH INTRUDERS (RAF Light Bomber Raids in World
War II). Author: Martin W. Bowman. ISBN 1 84415 333 9
2005

Published

The story of 2 Group RAF during World War II, this book’s adrenalinfilled narratives lead one through heart-pounding accounts of low-level
raids described by the men who actually flew them and somehow survived
their resignation with death. The early war ‘beat’ and ‘circus’ sorties by
Blenheim and Ventura crews were astonishingly risky...40% casualty
rates were not rare; ecstasy greeted the later move to more operationallysuitable aircraft: In October of 1942 Jim ‘Dinty’ Moore DFC was with 88
Squadron and starting his 2nd tour; he relates “Our first flight in the
Boston was a revelation, for here we had a fast, manoeuvrable aircraft, with
There was a
a terrific rate of climb, capable of carrying a bomb load of 2,000 lb, twice
the weight carried by the Blenheim. Unlike the Blenheim, the Boston
blinding
could, with one propeller feathered, still climb without causing the pilot too
flash of
many problems. Here we had a beautiful, highly manoeuvrable and
white-blue
powerful aircraft, so we were better equipped to carry the war to the enemy
than we had been during the summer of 1941.”

flame and
then the
horror of
the scene
was
cloaked in
fierce red
fire.

Low-level raids continued. Peter Saunders (O-226 Sqn) describes a raid on
the Ford motor works at Matford in France; the headlong, treetop level rush
to target is a detail-filled and breathless read. After successfully bombing
the target, he relates “It was then we saw that the Wingco was having
trouble with his bomb doors; they were falling open. He was trying to close
them, for we saw them come up, stick and then fall open again. He made
two more attempts with no success. Had the flak damaged them or could it
be the Wingco was hurt? He was still flying skilfully, holding the course,
still terrifyingly low. A stretch of thickly wooded ground loomed ahead of
us. We swept up and over it. The Wingco’s props seemed to trail on the
branches below. Without warning it came; his port wing cleaved into a
trunk. His aircraft lurched violently. We could not see him clearly but he was trying desperately
to hold her up, trying to save George in the glass nose of the plane. It was no good. The Boston
tottered, slipped heavily sideways and crashed into the trees. Still on its side, it went hurtling on.
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Trunks splintered and broke in its path. There was a blinding flash of white-blue flame and then
the horror of the scene was cloaked in fierce red fire. We could not stop. Our thoughts crowded
in on each other. Chappie from his gunner’s turret was the only one who could see. He said
nothing. Neither could we. We sped homeward.”

BEHIND ENEMY LINES with the SAS (The Story of Amédée
Maingard, SOE Agent). Author: Paul McCue. ISBN 978 1844 15618 4.
Published 2007
Paul McCue’s third book, ‘Behind Enemy Lines with the SAS’ chronicles
the SOE service of Amédée Maingard and many of his peers in Nazioccupied France; careers that were too often violently cut short by the SS.
Amédée was a bit of a contradiction; a British Subject from the island of
Mauritius, a former colony of France. Fluently bilingual, he was perfect
for the SOE that rescued him from a frustrating spell in the British
infantry, to train and parachute him into occupied France as a radio
operator for the ‘Stationer’ Circuit in 1943. He was soon second-incommand of that circuit and would go on to complete the war in command of his own
‘Shipwright’ circuit.
With a no holds barred approach, this well-researched book sheds light on the inspiring
dedication of SOE agents in France, as well as the questionable tactics and motivation of some of
their peers. The RAF gets frequent mention for its unceasing support of those behind the lines:
picking up returning agents, delivering new personnel, arms, suitcases of cash for clandestine
activity, and tactical air support. A particularly engrossing account is that of a raid by no’s 487,
464 and 107 Squadron Mosquitos on eleven German petrol trains on a well-camouflaged and
heavily-guarded series of sidings south-west of Châtellerault, not quite a week after D-day. The
train had been reported to Amédée by a French civilian; the information was radioed to 2 Group
via SAS HQ and within hours 2 Group took good advantage. Three Mosquitos of 107 Sqn
performed the third attack that night: “Climbing to 3,000 feet, Wing Commander Pollard called
in his aircraft to attack singly, allocating each Mosquito two shallow dive passes across the line
of wagons, working down from those already alight. All attacks were successfully completed
and, as a final gesture, Pollard personally delivered a cannon attack along the entire length of the
marshalling yards. Leaving the immense fuel fires well and truly stoked, 107 Squadron’s aircraft
headed for home individually, in the certain knowledge of a job well done, and all landed safely
back at Lasham.”
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ACROSS
2. Brought havoc to Jerry
4. Last RCAF Chief of Air Staff
5. ‘Met’ man address
6. Where many wings were won
9. Blackbushe former glory (8-6)
10. Delivery via Boston on Overlord’s first day
11. Former 180 home
16. SAS Moon plane
20. Lorry’s aerodrome destination
22. Market Garden locale
25. 1945 New Year’s surprise
26. 2TAF ‘Billy’
28. Part of B&G
29. Après-op interview

DOWN
1. Aircraft of RAF’s first WWII sortie
3. AG’s ‘office’
7. Little friends
8. Observer station
11. System for burning off fog
12. Women in the fields (4-4)
13. Royal Canadian Army construction project
14. Aerodrome accommodation (6-3)
15. Flying pig
17. Continental quarters for 139 Wing
18. Path from dispersal to runway
19. Down under combo
21. Ninety miles of the trip to France
23. Record holder for RAF Mitchell ops
24. MBA Canadian wing founder
27. Speed was its best defence

George ‘Ole’ Olson (AG-98) and wife Jo are on the move farther inland from BC’s coast.
As of May 5th, they can be contacted at:
21374 – 104 Avenue
Langley, BC V2Z 1S8
Phone: 604-534-5453
Email: g-olsen@telus.net

Steve Searle’s A-20 Boston we reported on in the November 2007 issue is currently on
hold. When we last heard, the engines had been tested and installed, but the latest from Carl
Scholl of Aero Trader (performing the restoration) is that the aircraft “is on hold for now and in
storage.” Keep your fingers crossed that difficulties can be overcome and Australia will soon
have a Boston in her skies.
During the same contact, Carl said The Flying Heritage Collection Mitchell has just had
her completely overhauled engines installed and will be completed this year at his Chino,
California facility. You may recall I reported on my visit to Aero Trader where I saw the FHC
Mitchell restoration underway; the work is immaculate. It will be the most authentic B-25
flying; restored to ‘zero time’ status. Unfortunately, a photo publishing ban is still in effect.
During a recent trip to see my Dad, Cy Poissant (P-98),
we visited the Alberta Aviation Museum in
Edmonton to see their B25 Mitchell restoration efforts
(to static display). On the day we visited, work was
being done on the glass nose section, for which they
still need a couple of small pieces to finish. Those who
attended the 2004 MBA Reunion in Edmonton will
remember the forlorn fuselage behind the hangar at the
time. Ex USAF B-25-J-25/27-NC serial #44-30791.

Here’s the solution to the 2nd TAF MBA Crossword.
We hope you had fun with it. Let us know if you wish
to see more like it...and give us suggestions for words
and clues.

Remember to make sure we have your correct email
address on file with our membership roster; and you’ll
be updated between Dispersals issues as news
happens!
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Important reunion update

Our planned 2009 Canadian Wing Reunion is POSTONED.
We’re very sorry to report there were not enough registrations received
to make it viable. We received 30 replies in total; just 14 registrations;
we must have at least 30 attending a reunion.
The change to an annual event may have been a little too ambitious.
Registration cheques have not been cashed and will be returned within
the next few days.
We’ve cancelled the arrangements made so far; the Hamilton Sheraton
Hotel was willing to overlook the contract cancellation penalty as long
as we rebook with them for 2010. So now we’re back to the ‘every
other year’ format and looking forward to seeing you all in Hamilton in
September 2010.
Start planning now!!

Dispersals • United Kingdom

Going from knowing to remembering is not easy; may you enjoy remembering.

LAST POST

We were sorry to hear from Mrs Susie Walker that her father, KEN BAILEY died while 89 years old,
last September 30th. Ken Bailey was a Navigator with 180 Squadron and, before his two year fight
against cancer, used to enjoy attending re-unions. He was with 180 Squadron from its early days at
Foulsham. He was then generally with an all Sgts. Crew of G.R. Millar, A.H. Ball and A. Ramsay in
FL218. None of them are current members but if any of you know of them still being around please let
them know. He may well be remembered by those with whom he played squash or golf or to whose
‘phone calls he answered with “What-Ho old boy!”
It may be for a sad reason but we are happy that Susie Walker has become a member. Welcome aboard.
She wonders if the nickname she remembers - ‘Big Daddy’ - come from R.A.F. times and how it came
to be, for a man of average stature.
ERNIE MCGOWAN, R.C.A.F. has also left us and is remembered in Canadian Corner
GENERAL YVES GUEGUEN pilot with 342 Lorraine Squadron; we have had his newsletter returned
marked as ‘Deceased’. I have not been able to check but the news is likely to be accurate.

MORE MEMORIALS

From Ted Gill
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The memorial at Blackbushe [Hartford Bridge] in its current
situation; reflecting the airfield of today.
137 Wing was well represented at the re-sighting ceremony.

3. 06. 97 :

Gen Geuguen
unveiling the
plaque at
Lorraine Infants
School,

Camberley, Sy.
which reads :-

IN REMEMBRANCE OF THE FREE FRENCH
AIR FORCE 342 SQUADRON “LORRAINE“
STATIONED AT HARTFORD-BRIDGE/BLACKBUSHE
1943 - 1944
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SECRETARY/ARCHIVIST’S REPORT
ARCHIVISTS REPORT (93)
I have just been reading a copy of the book ARMAGEDDON the battle for Germany 1944-45 by Max
Hastings which in great detail recounts the last days of the fall of Germany. On page 478 he writes
“On Saturday 3rd March, fifty seven Boston and Mitchell Bombers of the RAF’s Second Tactical Air
Force, aiming at launch sites on the Haagsche Bosch near the Hague, instead plastered a residential area.
The Germans refused to allow the fire brigade to enter the stricken streets, asserting that ‘the stupid
Dutch have to learn what it is like’. The raid killed 511 people and destroyed 3,250 houses, one of them
the home of the local Resistance leader Henri Koot, who lost everything he owned. Twelve thousand
desperately cold and hungry people now also found themselves without shelter. Churchill was infuriated
by ‘the slaughter of the Dutch’. The British Foreign Office told the Dutch Ambassador that the
responsible officer had been court-martialed, for confusing the vertical and horizontal co-ordinates of the
target. In fact, there is no evidence that anyone was disciplined for the tragedy, but rumour within the
RAF suggested that there had been a disastrous bomb- aiming error.”
As a result I have looked at the Sqdn Records for 98 and 180 Sqdns and they were involved in attacking
a V weapon site at the Hague. 98 had 13 aircraft operational and 180 had six aircraft I do not know
which other Sqdns were involved presumably 88, 342 and 226. Any further information on this
Operation would be appreciated.
In the last issue of our Newsletter there was a photograph of four aircrew sent in by the Rogersons in
Australia.
Looking at the photographic records I can confirm that
the aircrew concerned are a crew from 98 Sqdn who
were lost on the Deventer Bridge Op. on the 6th February
1945.
98 and 226 Sqdns were briefed to attack a bridge at
Deventer in the Netherlands. They left Melsbroek at
0845hrs and were met by moderate to intense flak over
the target.
B25 Mitchell HD380 "Y" was hit by the flak on the
bombing run to the target.
Two bodies were later recovered, Sgt. J. A. Quick (Nav)
and Sgt. H. C. Locke (Wop/Ag) and buried at Deventer War
Cemetery. W.O. E.S. Richards RAAF (Pilot) and Sgt. J. Ward (Ag) were not recovered and they are
commemorated at the Runnymede Memorial.
I have had a very quick look at the 98 Sqdn Ops records and found that this crew were flying together
during the month of January 1945.
Left to right in the photograph are Flt. Sgt.J. A. Quick (Nav) Sgt. H.C. Locke (Ag) Sgt. T. Ward (Ag)
and W.O. E.S. Richards (Pilot)
I hope this is of some use and any further information which may correct this would be welcome.
The Annual Reunion will take place on the weekend of the 25th to 27th September 2009 at the Park
Inn Hotel Bedford. Further details of costs together with the usual booking form will be sent out
with the next newsletter. Please put this date in your Diary now. I look forward to meeting up
again in September.
Russell Legross
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REGISTRARS REPORT
Change of Address

New Associate Member

J Moore
4 Catherine Gardens
West End21
SOUTHAMPTON
SO3 0UK

Mrs S E Walker
Elmhurst
TADLEY
RG26
Daughter of K Bailey

EDITOR’S NOTE
This edition of ‘Dispersals’ is back to normal length; we hope you enjoyed the February one. A number
of people have sounded pleased, one even saying “Wow” but that may have been about the weight of it.
Bob Fowler’s story in the Canadian Corner was well worth the read. It brought thoughts of the other two
Mitchells involved in that visit. Jimmy Armstrong has very clear memories; he is only sorry that he did
not note any contacts for the Americans involved at A12, between Caen and Vire. The report in ‘The
Illustrated’ for August 24th 1944 uses the wartime cover of Strip X, “the home of a Fighter Group of the
U.S. [9th] Army Air Force” [Part of 2nd T.A.F.]. They were the 362nd. Fighter Group, ‘Mogins’
Maulers’ flying Thunderbolts in support of British troops. Mogin was Col. Morton D. Magoffin, their
C.O. Not much to go on but if anyone has American contacts that can put some flesh on that please let
us know and we can try to do some tracing. It would be great to get memories from a medic or ‘Mauler’
in a future edition.
Memories suggest anniversaries and the time of year covered by this May edition: coming immediately
to mind are Easter ’38 (The first wartime preparatory mock air raid, some wee lads were involved);
Doolittle, 18th April ’42; ‘The Gal’, last UK op, May ’44; D-Day, June’44; 1st V-1 on England, June ’44;
‘Trenton’ Halifax crashes in Norway, April ‘45; V.E.Day, May ’45 (I hitched a lift on a train). I have
put a few personal ones in there; they come back more quickly but I have left a lot out. Much of this
Association newsletter looks back; and somehow the time when the worst was always likely to happen is
remembered as a good time. So, please remember to let us know your recollections for future editions.
For financial reasons this UK edition is in black and white. It will be printed
commercially in A5 size for the UK. We hope to have your comments.

APOLOGY: I said we did not have any 21 Squadron members. Arthur Eyton-Jones reminded me that
he was with 21 Sqn. Mossies on 12 low or lowish (1,000’) attacks on Noball sites. As not approved by
Sir Basil Embry. W/Cdr. Smith had learned firsthand [I understand that the rapid experiments with the
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mock up in Arizona had found low level most effective...with insufficient allowance for Flak as offered
in reality].

BOOK, FILM, AIRSHOW etc. REVIEWS & NEWS
ONE(S) THAT GOT AWAY
Despite all your Noball efforts the U.S. Smithsonian Institute found a V-1 to pass to the Air Zoo in
Kalamazoo to restore. Their restoration Flight Center have nearly completed the job; Jerry Pahl
[Education] will send a report when it is finished. He is currently writing an article on the V-1s to
relate..
Gerda Koning-Velleman
(remember the final name from
320 Squadron) tells me that
somewhere near Dieppe there
is still a launching site. It is
in near original state.
I apologize for saying that the
planned date for beginning the
V-1 attack was March 1944; I
have since discovered that the
original date was midDecember 1943. You did
even better.
137 Wingers may well
remember the Dutch Spitfires
and the non-PR Mossies at
Hartford Bridge who, after
keeping out Luftwaffe PR
aircraft pre-D-Day, went on to attack the V-1s in the air. Not strictly Medium Bomber information, but
part of the team. The Dutchmen claim to have developed the disturbed airflow style of ‘wingtipping’.
No black paint on their wingtips; just using them to ruin the airflow under the Doodlebug wing,
preferably over the sea. They had the then secret Spitfire XIVs; Prince Bernhard of The Netherlands, as
a pilot himself, -- with a tendency to do a beat up in his DC3 on arrival. -- took an active interest in the
Dutch Squadrons. Soon after 322 received their Mk XIVs he wangled (?) permission to try one for
quarter of an hour; he kept it for about half an hour. Who said what to whom on his return is not
recorded [to my knowledge].
[I happened to be typing this on April ……. 23rd; extract from 322 Sqn. History, translated.]
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CAN RUIN YOUR VIEW.

OCTOBER 1941.
Lord Mountbatten was recalled to the UK and told by Churchhill, “You are to prepare the invasion of
Europe...The whole of the south coast of England is a bastion against the invasion of Hitler. We have
got to turn it into the springboard for an attack.”
Which led to the reason for the 2nd T.A.F. and to you being very, very busy 65 years ago. Little did your
girl friends realise what masters of deception you were.
The history of Overlord is well documented, but...How many entries
in your Log Books show targets in the Pas de Calais when you could
have been plastering Normandy? At that time did you possibly think
it unwise for the papers to mention General Patton’s visits to his
Army in Kent? He did not have one (He had been naughty).
Operation Quicksilver. Radio communication that could be picked
up from within Monty’s Army went through Maidstone. There were
other hints; land fighting, army type training was in Scotland,
opposite Norway. What about you? Did your family respond to the
national request for post card pictures of the European coast ‘from
Spain to Norway’? But to ‘everybody’ Southern Railway’s well
advertised SHORT SEA ROUTE was the obvious choice.
137 Wing members at Hartford Bridge will have seen the Dutch
Spitfire XIVs and 264 Sqn. Mosquito XIIIs, going off to the boring
task of keeping a non-appearing Luftwaffe PR presence from seeing what was really happening. Our
own 34 PR Wing’s Mosquitos and ancient Spits also flew from there to photograph N. France to enable
the Invasion maps to be made; they were over the Pas de Calais much more
than Normandy. So were you.
Some of you have told of seeing strange constructions on the sea during
your comings and goings, purpose unknown. Even the matelots who were
put aboard a concrete wall and, reaching the top, found it was a concrete
box, which was towed by tug past Dungeness -- a navigation point well
known from the air also. The barman at the In & Out Club did not know
either that the briefcase a customer left and he carefully returned to a very
relieved top inland waterways expert, contained the plans for construction
and use of the parts to make Mulberry Harbours.
“The canary will sing tonight” said the BBC and, not by coincidence, a
couple of ‘C’ Flight, 226 Sqn. aircraft took off into the night. You and
practically everyone at HB ‘knew’ that they were going nickelling...and still thought
50 years later. Actually, they went to have a chat with the Resistance.
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so

Operation ‘Taxable’ early on D-Day saw eight aircraft flying a pattern over the Short Sea Route,
precisely dropping window, to create an imaginary invasion. And the ships approaching Normandy put
an annoying ‘hash’ on German radar screens. For weeks the German High Command kept their Panzer
Divisions to the east of Caen where the real invasion was expected. In due course your visit to
Columbelle steel works helped move them further east.
And then those 137 Wing Bostonians spoiled the view of the ‘tea party’ with their heavy smoking. And
all of you mucked up the transport system so the Panzers had such difficulties. Marshalling Yards and
HQs in Log Books.
What did you do 65 years ago, Grandad? [To quote the coarse voiced Gen Patton on what his troops
would not say to their grandchildren “Er, I was shovelling shit in Louisiana”]

…IS ONE YOU CAN WALK AWAY FROM
Bob Fowler, in the previous Dispersals, told of the “three Canadian
schoolboys” whose forced landed Mitchell had spread ‘’gas” among
American personnel of 362nd Fighter Group on landing strip A12 and
the order to “Put out the smokes”.

They were also looking at
a Mitchell that was not
complying. It had “landed
“earlier. ‘Mac’ McQueen,
with his crew of Jack
Watson, Eddie Scott and
Jimmy Armstrong, had, in
Jimmy’s words:Mac’s Mitchell [Picture
from ‘Illustrated’ magazine,
August 26th 1944]

“Everything I could see I
reported to Mac, our pilot. I told him that part of the tail had gone and fuel was streaming from our port
wing. I suggested that we should bail out but he told me that we would be blown into German lines and
we all knew that they took no prisoners – you were shot before you even landed. He also said that he
could see a landing strip where he intended to try to land despite having a runaway propeller which
couldn’t be feathered and the other engine rapidly failing. With no undercarriage and minimum flap
available on the aircraft he told us to take up crash positions. I had always been told that the mid upper
turret was the strongest part of the airplane but I decided to sit on the floor and brace myself ready for
the touchdown which I knew would be a belly landing. Mac put it down about half-way down the strip
which was just wire mesh laid down for the use of an American fighter squadron flying Tomahawks. At
a high speed which I thing must have been about 200 mph we tore down this bit of mesh and on over
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numerous tree stumps until we finally came to rest in a ditch. When we did finally stop I sat up and
promptly hit my head on a tree trunk about the thickness of a telephone pole which had come in straight
through the aircraft. I then saw Eddie the other gunner who had blood streaming down his face from a
wound caused by one of his guns which had come up and hit him between the eyes. I shouted to him
that the aircraft was on fire...”
...“ Bob Fowler told the rest of the heroics of their escape. Jimmy was let out of the field hospital next
day to fly, with Mac, as passengers in FW196, F/O Wright’s Mitchell [which had also forced landed, on
a British strip, with repairable damage; thanks to the floppy eared dog?], as passengers. Back to
Hartford Bridge, where Jimmy claimed his post op bacon and egg; this was ‘WAAFily’ denied as no
aircraft had returned from ops yet that day. He did get them in the end. What he did not get (has not
yet got) was recognition of Mac’s bravery. His efforts included writing to the Queen.
A MENTION OF MITCHELLS
Say ‘Mitchells’ in a company that does not know you well and the mind readers among you will be able
to calculate the large percentage of people who will be in Albert Square. You might be in a Mitchell &
Butler pub. Someone who knows you moderately well might make a flying connection with R.J. of
Spitfire fame. Mention twin engine bomber and Tokyo will come to somebody’s thoughts; which is a
little irritating. Nevertheless the anniversary [66th as this Dispersals reaches its deadline.] is worth
remembering.
So secret was the operation that Hornet’s Commanding Officer, Captain USN Marc A. Mitscher, a pilot
and aeronautical scientist, had no
idea of his ship’s upcoming
employment until shortly before
16 B-25s were loaded on her flight
deck. On 2 April 1942 Hornet put
to sea and headed west across the
vast Pacific.
It was on April 18th 1942 that
Lt.Col. J.H. ‘Jimmy’ Doolittle led
16 B-25s off the short deck of the
Aircraft Carrier USS Hornet. Doolittle used 457 feet, being the first off and therefore having the shortest
run. An even tighter take off pattern than our
Main Wing Tanks
646 Gallons
Mitchells worked on. They all got off and headed
Bomb Bay Tank
225 Gallons
for Japan. They were off hours before planned
Crawl Way Tank
160 Gallons
with an extra 400 miles to go. They had been
Rear Turret Tank
60 Gallons
spotted by a small boat who reported their
Ten 5 Gallon Cans
50 Gallons
presence to Japan and Capt. Mitscher expected to
TOTAL
1141 Gallons
be attacked. If he was, the flight deck would have
to be cleared to allow his own fighters up to defend the fleet; if the B25s were still there they would have
to be ditched.
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Carrying 1141 gallons (US) of fuel each they were heavy, even with most armament and anything else
that was gash stripped out. True their bomb load was only 2,000 lbs but they did have a crew of 5, each
of whom had an issue pint bottle of whisky. USN is, USAAF is not, ‘dry’.
How many of the Dunsfold or HB 6,000 feet of runway did you normally use?
They had a long way to go.

Tokyo & Yokahama
Nagoya
500 miles.

They were not expected by the Japanese, who, like
‘everybody’ else, knew that bombers could not
reach Japan, let alone take off from a carrier. Like
UK did in ’38 & ’39, they were having a mock air
raid practice and therefore any aircraft seen would be
part of it. Pearl Harbour had been a surprise too.
All but one of the Mitchells headed on eastwards toward China. The odd one went for Vladivostok
where it landed, the crew interned and later ‘escaped’ home.
None reached their planned Chinese airfield. The early take off and fuel consumption over the greater
distance meant a bail out or forced landing on sighting land. Of the crew members, two died swimming
ashore, one died during bail out, eight were captured by the Japanese and the remainder where helped
home by the Chinese. Doolittle anticipated a Court Marshal for the failure to save any aircraft. They
were, in fact, highly honoured. The balance of morale changed, bringing a turning point in the war.

MELSBROEK photo: Reg Day’s museum
USS HORNET
Those who thought ‘Tokyo’ probably knew less of the rest of the story than they do of 2nd. T.A.F.’s.
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SNIPPETS
MENTIONABLE
Seen at Shoreham airshow last year.
Note the ailerons.
Rool On.
Did you ever ……….!!
Going Dutch.

(Picture from Fly Past, November 2008)

DOWN THE HATCH
Beer from a parachute?
No, parachutes from a beer.
The Tigers; Princes of Wales Royal Regiment Parachute team, sponsored by ‘Spitfire’, the
Shepheard Neame beer**, will once again be at Dunsfold along with the favourites as last year.
The Dutch Mitchell, the Wing Walkers, (Nobody offered a caption to the picture) etc. Both the
Red Arrows and the Blades will be back; a challenge to choose the better of those two.
Sunday August 30th at the 139 Wing base. Stock up on a set of silicone ear plugs for the
Eurofighter Typhoon.
** for more cheerful cricket coverage try their YouTube adverts.

While we are enticing 139 Wingers back ‘home’;
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Reg is still at it and itching to expand:-

[From
Dunsfold Park Newsletter]

FRIDAY 13th
The December 2008 edition of Fly Past reports that a 98 Squadron Fairey Battle had arrived at the
R.A.F. Museum, Hendon after a 2.5 year restoration. L5343 was operating coastal patrols as one of
the Squadron’s aircraft from Kaldadarnes in Iceland in 1940. On a Friday 13th it forced landed.
Ultimately lucky for the museum.

REMOTELY LUCKY
In Max Arthur’s book, ‘Forgotten Voices’ is a 2nd. T.A.F. story. Not a Medium Bomber one; it is
told by Ken Adam of 609 (Typhoon) Squadron. When starting up for an op he would turn the gold
ring, fashioned from those of his mother and father, three times. Tasked to attack a Gestapo HQ
and set to start he discovered it was not there. Not finding a reason to abort, he took off. It was a
nasty ‘do’ with serious losses. He was hit several times but got back. To be greeted by grinning
fitters who had found the ring and turned it for him.

PUSHING THEIR LUCK
Even without being able to see the entire
inverted horseshoe below the ‘13’ this Halifax
looks to need some salt thrown over its right
shoulder.
T.O.C. by 158 Squadron on March 10th [When
are the
‘Ides’?] it did 128 ops and ended up after VE
Day in Oxford Street, London as part of the
celebrations, before being sent for scrap.
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The nose art panels are currently in the R.A.F. Museum, Hendon. Full story in Fly Past for December
2008.
MY GREAT LUCK

My
Morris 8, [seen here with my new wife on our honeymoon] modified and an older model than
The Passion Wagon; I am inclined towards a mid-thirties Morris 8 Tourer for

Dispersals • Oz Occurrences

Nevin Filby had a soft top Morris Isis Tourer in the UK.
the cover and text of the February Dispersals. He
writes, “We trained blokes on flying under the hood.
Keith, my excellent Navigator-Bomb Aimer and
lifelong friend, would stand up in the passenger seat -I would put my head under the wheel or a greatcoat and
(reasonably slowly) we would come ‘home’ from a
pub. Keith would guide me as if we were on a
bombing run. Good sport!”

Used for “training”. ‘Link’ing nicely with

[NOT NEVIN’S, BUT SIMILAR]
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[Much more fun than the Link ed]
About which he says, “Claustrophobic...I disliked the Link. But I
tried and I am glad I did...saved my life a couple of times.”
No names, no pack drill; somebody’s Navigator directed his pilot -- and the Isis -- into a minor prang.
Talking of operational memories one of the “Blind Flying” school speaks of “probably remember
because I was scared stiff” and also “we had that temporary feeling of indestructibility”. How can the
present generation understand that juxtaposition?

ANOTHER LITTLE LINK
In 1929 ‘Jimmy’ Doolittle was assigned to participate in blind flying experiments. On
September 24th he made the first pre set flight pattern solely on instruments, without seeing outside the
plane’s cockpit; thus making the ‘Link’ a future necessity.

BORROWING THE MICK; WORLDWIDE LINK
Dick Levy is home and on ‘normal activities’. He writes from Bendigo, partly
about the terrible fires; “
“You are aware of our disastrous bush fires – the worst in living memory. It
was awful - 210 deaths and unheard of damage.
We even had 60 houses destroyed in Bendigo – a never before occurrence...the
response to the financial appeal to the public, industry and every part of the
community has been overwhelming and this past weekend the police have lifted
the barriers at some towns that were destroyed and residents able to inspect the
remains of their homes and businesses.
We trust that important lessons can be learned from this [A Royal Commission]
enquiry, and ACTED on. You know that bush fires are a part of our heritage.
The eucalyptus forests are so combustible – oil in the leaves – but with an
amazing ability to produce new growth within a few weeks.”
As far as I know all the Victoria members are OK
<--This photo of the site of Olympics Rowing (From Tricia) gives
an idea of the Australian drought [Ed.]

While Dick was in hospital Mick Manning lent him a DVD. (The world is a small place). There are
already plenty of grapes in Victoria. Dick tells about it:-
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Mick has been successful in his approach to the IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM in LONDON for actual
footage of 180 Squadron in action. This unique IWM footage of 12 minutes shows crews beside
Mitchell’s at Melsbroek – It is difficult to pick out any of the crews that I knew (although my wife
insists that she can see me!). The film is really remarkable, showing aircraft in flight (some of the
formation flying is not the best), bombing the target, and bombs exploding right on target. Mick sent the
film to one of my sons when I was in hospital and he has sent it on to me. It is very exciting to view
these films and particularly SCHMIDTHEIM, as I have a still taken on this op. with bomb explosions
right on target and I can recognise the village from my picture. All the boys will remember that the
weather in that December had been atrocious and the Squadron had not been able to fly for a number of
days. In addition the Germans had broken through the American lines in the “BATTLE OF THE
BULGE” in an unsuccessful attempt in the most appalling conditions, to reach the Dutch coast at
Antwerp.
The film records the following 1944 ops..
•
•
•

•

5th December..... .Target DREMMEN..........Ammunition Dump
15th December.... Target ZWOLLE..............Railway bridge
3rd December..... Target SCHMIDTHEIM.....Troop and supply concentration. This is the op
when Mick’s father- CHARLIE MANNING – was wounded in the face – and is the hero of
“TAIL END CHARLIE”
24th. December... Target RECHT..................Road junction

Reference to ZWOLLE – the railway bridge over the river at ZWOLLE was the target a number of times
and I don’t believe we ever hit the target! [Please own up if you did.]
My Log Book shows that I was on the DREMMEN op., to SCHMIDTHEIM and to RECHT too.
I am amazed that such records are in the Archives of the IWM. How much information must be
there!!!!!!!!!
I am hoping to get a copy which we may be able to show at the next re-union.
wait Mick tells me that it is available at:-

If you do not want to

Ref OPF209
Schmidtheim Dec 1944 2TAF/180 squadron
£20 (plus VAT, DVDs and P&P)
My contact was
Matthew Lee
Postal address:
Film and Video Archive
Imperial War Museum
Lambeth Road
London
SE1 6HZ
Mlee@IWM.ORG.UK
He also tells me that they are working on another book like ‘Tail End Charlie’ about his mother’s life as
a W.A.A.F.
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18 SQUADRON N.E.I.A.F.
Through Dammis van der Staaij of the Dutch Military Aviation Museum I have been able to email Mr.
Otto Ward, a member of 18 Squadron Netherlands East Indies Air Force with 41 operational B.25 sorties
to his credit. They operated from Northern Australia in defence of that country and in clearing the
islands of Japanese. I suggested that there was a parallel with 2nd T.A.F. activities. His replies are, to
say the least, very interesting and give a clear picture of the Australian situation. [A good map helps,
sorry not to have room for anything worthwhile here. The overwater distances are noteworthy.]
He writes:-

The air defence of Australia has no parallel at all with 2TAF.
First of all he RAAF Directorate of operations and Intelligence joint with the navy and army in a
planned Central War Room situated at Victoria Barracks Melbourne. An important adjunct was
to be the Combined operations & Intelligence Centre (COIC)
For special trade defence operations the naval & air force were coordinated in Aera Combined
HQ (ACH), established in four focal areas: South-West (Freementle), South-East (Melbourne),
North-East (Townsville) and North-West (Darwin). Each of these HQs with its own COIC
controlled the naval and air forces [assigned] to the area and had authority to initiate trade
defence operations against the enemy.
When the Philippine islands collapsed as well as the Malakka (Singapore) and the Malaian
barriere (Netherlands East Indies) a stream of US forces arrived at Australia including General
MacArthur and his staff. On 17th 1942 General Brett (US Air force commander) informed Mr.
Curtin (Austr. Prime Min.) of MacArthur’s arrival and added that the US President would be
pleased if the Australian Government were to nominate MacArthur as Supreme Commander of
all Allied Forces in the South-West Pacific Area (SWPA). On the same day Australian War
Cabinet approved the assignment to the SWPA Command of all combat sections of the
Australian Defence Forces and on the 18th General MacArthur formally assumed his new
appointment.
Allied Air Forces HQ South-West Pacific Area were assigned at Victoria Barrack Melbourne and
later on moved to Brisbane.
All US Army Air Force tactical units and the operational control of all RAAF service squadrons
and all service squadrons of the Royal Netherlands East-Indies (NEI) Air Force were assigned to
the command. Administrative control of RAAF and NEI Units remained with their respective
national HQs
So far the [assignment] of forces in Australia during the first years of the war.
More to follow in my next letters
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2nd Chapter
Before [relating] Nr. 18th Sqd. NEI (Netherlands East Indies) and going into some memories of
my war days it is preferable to have a closer look first of the Area in which this squadron has
operated. It is advisable to have a good map of the northern part of Australia, the “Dutch” East
Indies and New Guinea for [reference].
The NW Area Command with Darwin as its focal point was an area approx as large as Gr.
Britain and had 12 squadrons attached to it (1943):
Nr 54 Sqd RAF
Nr. 452 Sqd RAAF

Spitfire fighters
Spitfire fighters

Nr. 2 Sqd RAAF

Beaufort gen. recce bomber

Nr. 457 Sqd RAAF

Spitfire fighters

Nr. 31 Sqd RAAF

Beaufighter long-range fighter

Nr. 18 Sqd NEI

Medium bomber

Nr. 1 Sqd RAAF

Beaufort gen. recce bomber

Nr. 529 Sqd USAAF

Liberator heavy bomber long range

Nr. 531 Sqd USAAF

“

Nr. 528 Sqd. USAAF

“

Nr. 530 Sqd USAAF

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

Nr. 43 Sqd RAAF Catalina Long-range mine layer & Air Sea Rescue
It’s easy to see that this mix consists of defensive as well as offensive units; with the USAAF as
far more powerful, with their Liberators. But they had their targets way out west up to Soerabaja
(East Java), oil station Balikpapan (Borneo), Makassar (Celebes) with distances up to 1200
miles or even more.
It is also [natural] that national squadrons retain their national status and carry their own
national colours and markings on wings and tails, contrary to the policy in England during the
war. For instance, a Dutch squadron (B-25 320 Sqd or Spitfire 322 Sqd.) – flew with Dutch
aircrews, but airplanes wore the RAF roundel on wings and tails.
Looking at maps you will find the closest enemy bases at the Tanimbar Islands are approx 300
miles from Darwin. Some heavy defended airfields such as Koepang, Penfoei and Dilli were
situated at Timor Island (approx 500 miles). Others, such as Selaroe, Saumlaki,
Tabarfane, were on the Tanimbar archipelago at the island of Yamdena. These enemy
airfields were all in the category “large airfields” and were defended by light-, medium and
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heavy air defence artillery and were bases for enemy medium bombers such as Mitsubishi G4M2
(“Betty”) and fighters such as the Mitsubishi A6M3 “Zeke”, also called “ Navy Zero”.
In between these enemy strong points and Australia nothing but deep tropical seas: the Timor
Sea and the Arafura Sea, were sharks have their life territory. So any offensive operation
against the Japanese whether it is a high bombardment, a shipping attack or a recce op, one has to
fly first of all over 300-600 miles water, find your target in this immense area, will then be
counter attacked by light, medium and heavy ack-ack or fighters and have to struggle back over
500 miles of water to come home again at safe grounds. Contrary to the civilised homecoming in
England our bases were just tents in the Australian bushes with snakes and scorpions, open toilets
and showers and we were living there as jungle natives.
Opposing the allied forces in the NW part of Australia the Japanese XIX Army, comprising the
5th and 48th Divisions was deployed in the islands north of Darwin in fact the most eastern part of
the NEI archipelago, supported by the 23rd Air Flotilla of the XI Air Fleet and a number of
Japanese army air formations.
I hope we will have some of Otto Ward’s personal reminiscences to come.
The situation overall is suggested by the following quote:Colonel Sid Huff, General MacArthur’s aide-de-camp, wrote in his book “My Fifteen Years with the
General” as follows:The big task of the Allied forces in the Southwest Pacific was to establish and hold a line against
the Japanese, who had moved into New Guinea, directly north of Australia, and were preparing
to push on southward. It would be difficult to exaggerate the odds which MacArthur faced at this
time. The enemy had proved to be far more capable than anticipated. The Japs had in a few
months pushed out over a vast area, capturing Malaya, the Dutch East Indies, Burma, Borneo,
New Britain and other islands. Corregidor had fallen in May. By midsummer there seemed to be
nothing to prevent a Japanese landing in Australia. So desperate was the Allied outlook that at
one time it was planned to withdraw defense forces from Northern Australia when necessary, to
establish a line across the center of the country, and to try to hold half the continent until help
could come from America.
It was in such circumstances that MacArthur lived up to the confidence that Australians had
placed in him. He threw these defensive plans out the window and decided that the way to stop
the Japanese was to attack them before they got to Australia. He had a couple of American
infantry divisions, one Australian division which had been recalled from Egypt, the untested
Australian militia, about 200 airplanes capable of operating effectively in combat and a small
Allied naval force. We still controlled important areas in New Guinea, where the Japanese landed
at Buna, on the north coast, in July and started attacking through the Owen Stanley Mountain
Range in an effort to seize Port Moresby on the south coast. There was only one answer in
MacArthur’s mind: stop the enemy on the mountain trails where the small but valiant Australian
forces could operate most effectively.
Many years later General Douglas MacArthur stated in his reminisces that the Australian General Staff
planned to defend Australia on a line of defense that followed the Darling River from Brisbane to
Adelaide.
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This is dangerously near entering a political arena; a later Royal Commission found that there was no
record of the Government planning such a line.
Remains of defense constructions exist in N.S.W. The danger of invasion was real, whether in Australia
or the UK. Geographically vastly different but the pattern of events in which the Mitchells and Bostons
operated has distinct similarities.

A BIT OF A BUZZER
Nevin Filby has “….. Only one story about V.1s.

After take off from Dunsfold on the night of
17/18th June ’44 we ran into the path
of one or more V.1s before we reached
the UK coast and there was lightheavy-medium flak all around us and
much too close for comfort.
Whichever way my Navigator and I

looked, there was flak - so it was just a
matter of jinking about and”gritting
the teeth”. It was quite scary, the
more so as it was so unexpected and
certainly not predicted. Again we
were very lucky and had no damage of
any consequence. We may have got a
few small holes which were no
different to a few small holes we got later over enemy territory where, as usual, we were shot at by
the Germans.”
On the way back they were overtaken by a Diver; luckily their gunner missed.
In defence of the Ack Ack people the system shown by the map had been set up since 13th. June and they
were not yet attuned to V1s. Who knew the set up or the sound? The control set up was crude -- ask the
fighters who were liable to blow one another up -- as they were all told merely where the Divers were
and no one was specifically vectored in. As Prune would have said “I was concentrating on blowing it
up, so was he, which makes us both right and him unlucky.”
In July the whole system was modified to fighters over the sea, the guns [1100 light & 466 heavy] just
inland, more fighters overland and balloons, now up to 1750, near London as before. As the guns in
London were merely bringing the Doodlebugs down where they were supposed to crash they moved out
too. The people of London were very cross about not being defended, not appreciating that General Pitt,
in his own words: “in short a small city” (guns, ammo, communications & transport , accommodation
and personnel) “ was spread out between Redhill and the Thames and the proposal was that we pick it
up and transport it 30 or 40 miles south.” It was done in five days.
As Nevin was ex-AA it is only fair to put that side of things!!
Maybe some of you then got shot at over the South Coast. If so, please tell us.
Ed.
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